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English Roses
There is a painting in a room in our house:
A girl with English roses
We see a lamb tangled in the briar
There are birds in the sky – I think they`re ravens
My boy is growing – he`s taller than me
He plays electric guitar; he`s got a bloody razor
I remember crossing roads, his hand in mine
He dreams now with the music so loud
There is a grave near here: four thousand years old
You walk across fields on rising ground
It`s dark inside. It`s cold and so quiet
It`s a wonderful place to be
There is a painting in a room in our house:
A girl with English roses
We see a lamb tangled in the briar
The sky is filled with ravens

Peter Daltrey
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Keep to the Path
Released from the latch, the gate sings, sun touched and out of tune,
swings open under its own weight and the stalwart post, no longer
as upright as once it was, cants slightly, rocking on its heels.
Scabs of blue enamel fringed with rust, stick, leeching small ochre stains,
a pox upon my palm. Crossing the foot-worn threshold, I slip
the sweat damp chaff onto my thigh, slap skin clean, not too eager
in the thin afternoon sun. Dandelions and migrant grasses
have pushed up, from between the slabs, small, egg-brown stones
which crunch, pleasingly, like teeth, or the bones of small birds, or claws,
clicking. The gleaming green serrations of a hornbeam hedge nip at my
hand,
until a thin leafless shoot snatches a single grey hair, scratches a reminder 'do not get too close'. There is nothing but a warning in the dust white
line.
It is a garden of irregular maintenance. Those plants that can be clipped,
are,
but grass is hanging over the collar of the lawn: a small field, patchwork
of sable and vert, the soil a saturated dark.
This plot is ripe with the promise of an early harvest and the leaves
on the blood-berried laurel are plump and clean. Over on the far side,
bright-lit before a frenzy of poppies, stump and axe track the day's
progress.
The bricks that hold back the border are velveted with lichen, softening
their own straight lines, rounding into something older, a gentle decay.
Watching them pass offers the illusion of a faster pace.
How long does it take to pick flowers? Here and there little slips of soil
have spilt to pepper the flags, as if someone has recently retired, careless
or unsteady with a burden, or perhaps simply in search of a broom.
The shadow of the garlanded cottage leans down, hooded, watching:
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a trick which makes the raised lip before the porch disappear.
And it can only be coincidence that, foot caught on the shade-hid sill,
a mocking staccato cracks the afternoon from high in the branches
of the yew. My arrival is a false start, a brief bow, stooped and huffish.
Straightening, I ring the bell. It sounds like a mirror breaking.

R.G. Jodah
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The Moon Hedgehog
One night the moon cracked open
and out he tumbled, with newborn spines
that pricked the air in their fire-beauty,
while the constellations sang.
Golden-tipped sea urchin, he fled
through looms of leaves fingered by spiders
and night-crackling grass while the moon,
tangled in branches, smiled her lamp.
Hedgepig, he sucked milk from drowsy cows
as his black-star eyes bored holes in the night.
In spotlit hedgerows he snuffed for snails,
while a fox bark thrilled the slumbering wood.
A barn owl chafed the caverns of sleep;
all night he snuffled, snaffled slugs and worms,
blackened his lips with soft blackberries,
fell asleep at dawn drunk on moon-juice.

Annest Gwilym
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A Welcome
I stepped away backward from pursuers.
Into cloud and haze. Into Faery.
Touch became something only I could feel.
Never noticed again, what they hunted.
It had no sound anyway, no voice,
that could be heard, only listened to.
And now I was in breath, held,
Turning slowly - everything is turning,
Everything is slow - at the edge of things.
It was the tiniest pinch on the tip
Of my little finger - two hands clasped
like a cup around an acorn - shy,
And a pair of eyes, tender like a moon
and a moon on water. Louder than a moon
With their questions and a greater gravity.
Holly-prickle in the look, bramble-catching,
This thing would hang on me, scrabbling
Up my arm, perching on my shoulder, pointing to
A shade between the silver cumulus and
Slate cirrus scratch. Step, its fingers said,
There is enough. You do not need much.
The cloud arranged itself again, like
A stomach. I could hear the babble
Of a faraway place, but here the light
Was music. Every gaze I saw was a fall.
Every figure was a sting of tears
In the corner of an eye. There was approach
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And it was safe. There was a kiss,
From their lips to my cheek, and it was
Arrival. There was drink offered.

Math Jones
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extract from This is No Time to Quit Drinking
Toast sprang from his father’s old toaster, and after they had slathered the
golden bread with rhubarb jam and washed it down with coffee, the
Irishman took his blackthorn from behind the door and they set out on the
long path to Druid Hill. A waning crescent moon floated behind them in the
south, while the sky was lightening to their right in the east. And though
the sun had not yet risen, the dawn choristers of robins, goldfinches,
sparrows, starlings and nuthatches already charmed the air with a riot of
song. Bartley recalled the words of Thoreau: “Only that day dawns to
which we are awake,” and rarely had he felt so awake.
When they arrived, Cornelius had them take up their positions at
the western end of the circle, facing the two portal stones. The trills and
melodies that emanated from the bird-rich trees seemed to reach a
crescendo as the last vestiges of night fled before the brightness unfurling
in the east. A thin ribbon of purplish cloud sat on the horizon, or what they
could see of it through the trees; they watched it lighten into gray and
finally pink as the sun peeked over the rim of the earth.
“‘Dawn spread out her fingertips of rose’ as oul’ Homer put it,”
Cornelius said.
Then the sun rose and stood like the god that it was between the
two portal stones, its rays illuminating the recumbent stone at the
opposite side of the circle. The rising sun, or something, hushed the
birdsong.
Cornelius handed the knobby blackthorn to Bartley. He stepped to
the center of the circle, arms raised to the sun, and began to intone in the
old tongue:
Sith co nem.
Nem co doman.
Doman fo ním,
nert hi cach, án forlann,
lan do mil, mid co saith.
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Sam hi ngam, gai for sciath,
sciath for durnd.
Bartley stood still as the words filled the grove. Although
they were strange to his ear, he sensed a power in them.
Dunad lonngarg; longait-tromfoíd
fod di uí, ross forbiur
benna abu, airbe imetha.
Mess for crannaib, craob do scis
scis do áss, saith do mac
mac for muin, muinel tairb
tarb di arccoin, odhb do crann,
crann do ten.
Tene a nn-ail. Ail a n-uír
uích a mbuaib, boinn a mbru.

Bartley sidled along the exterior of the circle, seeing Cornelius’ face in the
rosy rays, his eyes closed, arms still spread, the morning resounding with
his strange incantation. The Irishman’s hair stirred, and Bartley felt a
breeze that seemed to sweep upward from the river and move the now
silent boughs of pine, birch and oak. Cornelius continued, his voice growing
louder.
Brú lafefaid
ossglas iaer errach,
foghamar forasit etha.
Iall do tir,
tir co trachd lafeabrae.
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Bidruad rossaib, síraib rithmár,
'Nach scel laut?'
Bartley heard a flutter of wings and then a sound behind him, like someone
running hard through the woods. His back against a stone, all his senses
alert, he watched and listened. There was nothing, only the trees, their
trunks bathed in the glow of the dawn of the year’s longest day. Certain
that he had heard something, he peered as deeply as he could into the
woods, moving now to his left as he searched for some sign.
When it came, it came suddenly. Air rushed past him—he heard a
fhwacking pop like a parachute opening. Bartley whirled about and saw
that Cornelius had been knocked to the ground and seemed to be
struggling to pull something from his pocket. Over him stood a creature
the likes of which Bartley had never imagined, let alone seen.
In her bare feet, she was taller than either of them. Her wild hair
was black, and she wore a headdress or perhaps a crown spiked with the
feathers of a raven. On one bare, muscled arm, he saw a tattoo of a
triskelion, and about her neck, a string of wolves’ fangs. A mantle of what
looked like the fur of a gray timber wolf was cinctured at the waist with a
great belt from which hung, beside her powerful legs, a sword in a silver
scabbard engraved with a complex lattice work of Celtic interlacing, the
work of a master metalsmith. The grip of the sword was green, and the
pommel formed the antlered head of a stag.
He could feel his heart beating in his mouth, fear tinged with awe.
“Cornelius!” he cried.
She turned her gaze on Bartley; it was a cold gaze indeed, for her
eyes were yellow, and he felt as if some strange bird were examining him.
But he was beneath her notice, and again she faced Cornelius, who was
back on his feet, holding a St. Brigid’s Cross before him, speaking rapidly, at
first in Latin, and then once again in Irish.
He seemed to be asking her a question. Bartley watched closely,
gripping the blackthorn and hoping that her hand would not touch the hilt
of that great sword. And then she spoke, in a voice that defied nature,
defied imagination.
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It was three voices, sometimes sounding individually and
sometimes in unison. The voices were those of a child, a mature woman,
and an old woman, but the language was Irish.
More than anything up to this point, that voice, or those voices,
frightened Bartley. His knees were actually shaking, and Cornelius, sensing
his terror, moved closer to him and whispered urgently, “For God’s sake
man, fill yer boots!”
Just as urgently, Bartley shot back, “I’m about to fill my
underwear!” He supposed the Irishman was telling him to buck up, which
he made an effort to do, taking some deep breaths.
The creature was still speaking to Cornelius, more softly now. He
lowered the cross and bowed before her, at which point she took a step
toward him, reached out and touched his head, fondly, it seemed, the way
the master would touch the head of an old hound, and Bartley was
surprised to see what looked like tears glistening in those cold eyes.
The sun began to rise above the portal stones; dawn, as the poet wrote,
was going down to day. She said something else that sounded like a plea,
and her image grew translucent in the brightening air—then, a sudden
swirling darkness enwrapped the wild woman. She stepped back and
looked skyward before she was lost in its purling vortex. The inky cloud
erupted in a piercing caaaw and a beating of wings. The men ducked as a
shadow swept close overhead. And Bartley thought, the goddess is
gone! For such she must have been.

Stephen O’Connor
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Winter’s End

Claire Loader
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The Garden of Evolution
A season we don’t speak about — peach fuzz,
midsummer, follicles pushed out. Fine hair
coruscated in a languid sun was
abandoning — season done. Unaware,
it is a phase, what glitters will become
malaise, bereavement (though no one has died)
just exsanguinated, calcified from
an open window whisper, countryside.
They say it was a fever dream — pores weep
before a phantom teen, his platinum,
hair, grey/green eye, midnight, a kiss so deep
it plants a seed — they cannot fathom
won’t believe in moonbeams, boys erupting horns —
a fortnight later you are budding thorns.

Kristin Garth
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The Night Gardenia
The night Gardenia and the New Moon
met for the very first time: it was
the second official day of Spring – the hour,
exactly 11.15 p.m. You could
have set your wrist-watch to order.
From a cautious introduction, instigated
by a Dwarf (who’s not supposed to be
out and about since we’re told he’s
way past extinction) both the Moon and
Gardenia exchanged informal pleasantry.
As for the Dwarf – he went about his business
of minding no-one’s business
except his own, most of the time. He’d
carefully select (so as not to disturb
any sleeping creature) the odd
pebble here and there, and place
the cool perfect circles in his pocket.
It was his hobby. He was
the Collector of Usual Things.
Then... something akin to time-lapse
photography was taking place. Old Moon
began waning – ever so slightly.
The Gardenia, young for her years but
wise to the core lit up like fluorescence:
I believe it’s known, commonly, as a blush.
The Dwarf shook his head several times
and made note
that his eyesight needed attention.
Just before Dawn waved in its special entrance
the sky was lit again, but this time
by a surge of amalgamated hues.
It was enough to whack the Dwarf quaking
in his moss slippers – until he
worked it out... and that he did.
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Earth’s loss had become an after-world gain.
An introduction had become a forever.
How well the Dwarf recalled the union he’d
put in motion between Sand and foam.
The She Oak and the Eagle – and
toughest of the tough – Thunder and light.
This time, however, he’d be hard put
to explain to his friends
the Ground Hog and Hawk
just why the night hours now held
a strange tinge of orange and lilac.
Still, he thought to himself... and the stones
in his pocket... the People
of the Planet would marvel at the new wonder.
It was possible a few might smile
and draw some well needed happiness
from the Miracle.
The Collector of Usual Things
bedded down for the day.
A smile on his lips, anyway.

Stefanie Bennett
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Nancy’s Blushes
She was a funny one: rode in on her bike
when next door was up for rent,
came with the swifts in the spring;
just one saddle-bag full of stuff.
Now I’m not one to gossip, but
she’d an odd idea of gardening,
didn’t mind the weeds, loved
anything green, said it made her smile.
She had a nice smile, I’ll give her that.
Me and the missus liked her, though
she was a bit scatty: vegetarian,
you know the sort; rescued slugs,
said they were nature’s friends.
The missus saw her one night
picking them off the clematis
one-by-one, gentle as you like,
chatting away to them too.
Don’t know what she did with them,
danced hand-in-eyestalk in the altogether,
I reckon, though the missus says
I’m a dirty old fool to think such things.
She was quite a looker
(don’t tell the missus I said that)
cheeks as pink as a peony and a laugh
that made you feel like summer.
No idea how old she was.
Always a bloke or two hanging around,
nothing permanent. She told the missus
she didn’t want to be tied down.
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I even saw the vicar there once or twice,
whispering to her in the garden,
his face all folded like a prayer plant.
Don’t know what he said,
I couldn’t hear from the spare room
though I had the window open,
but after he’d left I heard her laughing.
The way he always looked at her
you could tell a mile off
he’d have dropped the God-bothering,
never mind the wife and kids
just for a flash of that smile.
Diaphanous, that’s the word for her,
like those skirts she wore when
she rode her bike, all pink and soft,
drifting up around her unmentionables.
And now she’s gone, skirts and all.
It was in the September.
I don’t know where she went:
she told the missus she’d follow the swifts.
She cut a bunch of late wild flowers,
gave them to the missus, then cycled off
with one saddle-bag for all her stuff.
Just a quick look back
to laugh that summer laugh of hers
and that was that, and though she never
made much noise it was quiet without her,
like the birds had stopped singing.
They said all sorts of things after she left,
some of them not nice, and you know
I’m not one to gossip, but the vicar
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hasn’t been the same since:
he moons around the churchyard
day and night, and he’s got into gardening,
but it’s not right, clawing in the soil
like it’s a penance.
The only time he smiled this year
was when the peonies bloomed,
but they always go over too soon.

Siân Thomas
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A White Filigree
I ride through dark woods to Grandmother’s house as always, but when I
arrive, an acre or more of trees have been torn from the ground. Where
her house should be, there is nothing but a leaf like that of a philodendron.
It is three hundred feet wide, still green and lusty.
My horse wants to shy away home. I force him back to the tree line, tie
him. He whinnies as I cross the dry yard.
“I know how you loved the trees, but it needed more sun,”
Grandma says when she crawls from under the leaf. She touches its tip and
it quivers upward, revealing the house cuddled beneath.
She hugs me, saying, “Come see what I’ve been doing.” How
svelte she is now!
The house is snug as always though it swims in bright green light
instead of skulking under forest shadows. She shows me to the kitchen
window where tiny plants are nurtured, says one of them will be mine.
They cock their heads at this like puppies. They push back against her hand
when she strokes them. I move to touch, but she swats me away.
“Come see the downstairs,” she says. I don’t remember a
downstairs. We move toward her little bedroom where pine walls still
stand. Where her little bed was, a hole opens into the earth. She smiles,
leads me down steps made of roots. Roots push out of the walls, stroke
our shoulders as we descend. When we reach the bottom, the cozy
chamber pulses with them.
“Plants want to please us just as much as dogs do,” she says, “only
I didn’t know how to tell them what I wanted until now.” She strokes at
young white roots in the wall; they push out to cradle her. She shows how
they will make a hammock for her, a rocking chair, how they will weave
together to make a rustic dining table and benches, how they will push
rabbits out of the ground.
Supper is rabbit stew with carrots and potatoes at the table of
white filigree. We eat heartily.
“Where did the trees go?” I say.
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Grandma places her index and middle fingers on the table in a
kneeling position, rises them to standing, walks them away.
“You made them walk away?”
A root unweaves itself from the table and strokes Grandma in a
questioning way. “No, not you!” she says. She strokes it urgently until it
weaves itself back into the table top and falls to rest.
“It thought I was asking it to go away just now,” she says to me.
And to the root, she says, “I would never, ever do that.”
Grandma is soon sleepy. She strokes the roots to make a
hammock for her and one for me. I see hers fasten onto her, see it clamp
down. She is so comfortable, she says. A thin root snakes into her mouth.
She giggles. It tickles so.
I cannot make myself get into my hammock, tempting as it looks.
As soon as she sleeps, I make my way out to my horse. I will not come back
for a month or two. She’ll need nothing more from me until later in
autumn, and we’ll see then if this thing is evergreen. I think not, but I can’t
say for sure.

Christi Nogle
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Bealltainn / Beltane
Bealltainn
Fad a' gheamhraidh dh'fheith sinn ri an latha,
nuair a chur i snàithlean dhan t-snàthad.
Shiolp i gath-gréine tro an sùil aice bho dheireadh,
agus is urrain dhi tòiseachadh ri fial solais a dh'fhigh,
an cuir seilleanan a-nis air blàth an ubhail àillidh
mar éideadh na dreuchd.
Beltane
It took all Winter
but finally she threaded the needle.
She slipped a sunbeam through its eye
and can begin to weave her veil of light.
which bees now drop like robes of state
upon bright apple blossom.

Peter Clive
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Apple Blossom

Peter Clive
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The radiant brow
Times in the midst
of lake: a maiden, a
cauldron, inspiration
mysteries boil
a blind man foresaw
everything to come fear burst into liquor
running hare fled
greyhound became fish
otter-bitch chased hawk
no rest, high-crested
hen scratched and
swallowed beauty
entangled wolf
instruct me, raise
my expectation
a strong prison
wisdom with a thick
chain about his feet
graceless mistress
asleep so soundly
cut off from the whole
story, intoxication
sweet flowing song
wizards and schemes
let the fools be silent
Arthur, a chief, comes
folly under summer stars
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call me Taliesin
I know the names
I have been loquacious
instruct the universe:
whether flesh or fish
wisest bard, stone
or noxious creature
the sea whitens
strikes without hand
sonorous, strong, bold
clamorous heat
storm the castle
mead nourishes
mute, liberate!
hard flint, brine
honey tongue
bards reply with
genius verse:
name thy language
birds fly, fish swim
bees collect honey
worms dared a word
stumble out of void
cold and shivering:
gain this world
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sow mischief on
new-moon nights;
strangers, be fulfilled.

Jessica Taggart Rose
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This is a Fairy-tale Forest
This is a fairy-tale forest
Brambles, unsheathed by winter
Wood dyed black with wet
Paths that vanish, double-back
Dupe, deceive
This is a fairy-tale forest
Goblins hold their markets,
Flogging human – hair, teeth, eyeballs
To witches, ogres, boggarts, for
Copper, blood
This is a fairy-tale forest
Enchantments gather like crows
Feasting on dead and dying things
Curses twisting and misshaping flesh,
Brain, bone
This is a fairy-tale forest
Mushrooms rise pale and foamy
Fingers of the dead, clutching
At the air, strangling under roots
Under earth
This is a fairy-tale forest
Wolves howl their lullabies
They are silver grey shadow
They are fear half-full, and wise
With it
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This is a fairy-tale forest
And there is no ever after
No weddings, just wolves rutting
Witches crafting, forever ever
Never ending
This is a fairy-tale forest

Carys Crossen
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Hurricane Cinderella
Oh Cinderella, where did you go?
~
Under the blanket of stars, you ran.
My ice-cold heart
clutched in your grasp.
(can you steal what was yours to begin with?)
You, my dear, are a hurricane.
Unrelentingly vicious, the fiercest of tides.
As unforgiving as the cruellest of leaders.
(you’d lay waste to cities)
Did you know my heart would shatter?
Fragile as the glass of your dainty stiletto.
And with every resurfaced memory, I fall apart.
Taunted by golden hair and luminescent irises,
I am lonely in the most incomprehensible way.
(my eyes are bottomless wells)
Won’t you come back to me?
I promise you, this time I’ll be
your knight in shining armour,
your prince atop a horse.
I’ll give you your
happily ever after.
(just give me a chance)
~
Oh Cinderella, won’t you return?

Alisha Ahmed
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Superstition
Over my shoulder you sidle,
touch the rim of my vision’s grey halo.
You want to hop into the crook
of my neck, take root.
You see me seeing, stop
like a crow in mid strut,
wipe your beak swip-swipe
across the grass, retreat, cock
your head. From the shade
of Nan’s old apple tree you stare,
collar undone, goat-slit eye
unwinking, and croak their names,
one by one, my inventory of ghosts –
they come, silent as a snapshots.
This time, I scrape up the spilt salt,
pinch, pray hard mother was right.

Claire Cox
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Mushland Forest

The Carlie Nooka Martece Collective
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Starved Love
Fated at birth,
like a banshee
on a river bank,
a fairy woman
cries, longing
stretches before her,
shadows follow.
Lost love haunts
her bones, tired
of weight, she
had recoiled to skeleton.
Her grey skin a graveyard.
Women called her
from the four directions,
with seanós songs
they wooed her into body,
wailed her back to heart.
The wind, echoed,
ethereal voices,
calling her home.

Attracta Fahy
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Chasing Shadows
She always came just before the sundown. When all the
respectable citizens settled into their beds and the ornate shutters of their
homes closed against the encroaching darkness, she would slip through a
crack in the kitchen wall.
I first noticed her when she was nothing but a faint web of
shadows in the corner by the cabinet. I finished my tea, placed a cube of
sugar on the edge of the table, and stepped out of the kitchen. When I
returned, the sugar cube was gone.
From that night onwards, I came into the kitchen at sundown.
Cooking and cleaning, and drinking my tea, I hummed the notes of random
tunes and muttered words from my favorite poems, and out of the corner
of my eye I saw the shadow grow, edging closer, stretching its wispy
tendrils.
One summer evening I was in my usual place at the table, carving
a flute from the dragon bone. An awkward movement of the wrist and the
knife slid off the slippery curve, sharp blade connecting with my thumb. A
droplet of blood swelled on the wound. The shadow leaned forward and I
felt its touch on my skin like the hot sandpaper of a kitten’s tongue.
Come next night, she was in my kitchen—sitting cross-legged at
the table, fingers locked around a steaming mug. Curls the color of molten
amber framed her face. Her brow, her smile, the turn of her face, I saw
them before, in my childhood dreams; her lips were the color of my blood.
She was perfect.
When I walked through the doorway, she looked up at me and
said, “What magic brew is in this cup?”
I shrugged. “Nothing but tea leaves and honey.”
She stared at the cup in fascination. “There is no tea and no honey
where I come from. If you promise to always keep a cup of this for me, I’d
visit you again.”
I promised and from then on she came every night and left right
before the dawn. I begged her to stay, but she would smile and say,
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shaking her finger with a pointed nail, “You have to wait. These things take
time.”
“She is toying with you,” Ulrich said. “Wants you to play your part
and act like a real man. You’ve got to take matters into your own hands
and I just happen to know someone who can help.” Ulrich is a good friend
and whenever there is a problem he always has a solution in mind. A
solution you are unable to refuse.
He brought me to a rickety cabin on the outskirts of town. An old
woman opened the door. Her dress was the color of fallen leaves, her hair
– a mess of twigs and tangled braids. A rising sun—the banisher of
shadows—was tattooed on the back of her hand. I should have paid
attention, but we learn not to notice much about old women and so I
didn’t.
Some words were exchanged and soon the cauldron was set to
boil over the fire pit. The old woman shuffled her feet from one cabinet to
another. She picked up a jar with broth black as tar, plucked the twisted
green shoots from a clay pot, and—from the depths of a battered trunk—
she extracted something that looked very much like a shriveled eyeball.
Clutching her trophies, she bent over the seething cauldron; her stooped
back shook and she muttered words in a language I didn’t understand. A
flash of bright yellow light and heavy acrid smoke filled the room. As I
coughed and wheezed, tears streaming from my eyes, the crone strained a
dozen droplets of green liquid into a little glass vial.
“That should do the trick,” she said. “Give this potion to the
shadow minx and you shall have what you asked for.”
I slipped the contents of the vial into her tea. She cradled the cup
and as I watched, straining to keep my delight and anticipation in check,
she took a sip, gasped, stared at me wide-eyed, and whispered, “I taste the
juice of thistle thorns… What have you done?”
She staggered to her feet, swayed, stumbled away from my
outstretched hand, turned to smoke and shadow. In the dying light, thin
tendrils vanished into the crack in the kitchen wall. I swear I could hear the
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old crone—the cursed priestess of the Sun—laughing when I clawed at the
wall in vain, smearing it with blood from underneath my broken nails.
When I fainted in the choir today, Ulrich said he is worried about
me. He said I am too pale and too thin, when was the last time I had a good
dinner in the company of friends? I did not answer. I hope that if I never
eat again, I will become light enough to slide through the crack in the
kitchen wall. On the other side, seven pairs of iron shoes and seven loaves
of iron bread are waiting for me. Broken and bloodied, I will find her and
tell her nothing but the three sacred words – I am sorry.

Laila Amado
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Dryad
We met in a tree –
The leaves whispered their mockery,
laughed softly as I made my way to you.
I thought you were stuck there,
But you smiled, your teeth as white as sap I didn't believe you at first,
You, pretty girl, protector?
Surely the bark is harder than your smooth skin,
It is already aged, so much more wrinkled –
But you showed me your palm,
The lines that were etched so long, cut so deep across it
like the rings hidden inside the trunk I lent on –
You could outlive it. You probably already have.
I would have asked your age, but that’s rude, isn't it?
Or is it just boys who can't ask girls that? Would it be okay if I did?
The words soon died in my throat, anyway –
Dried up in the rays that blossomed,
golden and fierce, from deep inside your emerald eyes.
All the same, I wondered
just how many rings lined the inside of your pounding heart.
I felt it as you guided my hand,
Pressed it to your warm chest, your pale flesh, like someone had peeled
back the dark mask from that tree when you weren't looking –
It buzzed like a hummingbird, shook like a leaf,
matching mine. Delirious and awake.
You stole mine and I didn't notice,
Stripped me to my roots with a smile –
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Made the walk home harsher, blinding
As if it was the first time I’d ever stepped out –
Set my eyes on the glaring summer sun.
I wished you could have come with me,
Oh great protector –
But you have your role, and I have mine.
I walk past that forest, and I think of you
Gentler than the glide of any falling leaf –
Only I hope you never go, sit there forever
unrelenting, unbending to the changing seasons.
I am in awe of how you can
Be so strong, so steadfast, so soft.
You told me with words as sweet as your mouth, that you will live as long
as that tree does –
So I make the journey past the forest everyday. Make sure it's still
standing.
I know you are fine on your own,
but you protect more than just that life now.
You have mine
at your mercy, thudding, blushing, in your unblemished hands.
And when the time comes,
I will do all I can to stop us from falling down
Into the thick, heavy, dirt.
Our hands were tangled together,
slender sturdy roots that can’t be cut through –
I can still feel the ghost of you, even now.
You would fight until only shreds, splinters, shards,
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But you won't have to –
I promise that for as long as I live, no harm will come to that tree.
I will become a protector
In desperate hope that –
You will never wilt,
or fade from me.

Chloe Smith
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Polaris
The night irons the day. Licks off smoke
rusty fog, yesterday’s memories.
I hide my toe in a blackened dream
gazing wishfully up – the sky
a black granite countertop cold and heavy
peek-a-boos with a butter tongue
dancing for the howling packs.
My eyes align with Polaris, celestial pin
peripheral marking. A cosmic chordophone
striking the head with a force of a child’s wish
transcending songs from a rainbow bridge.
Ears drown in aural runes, sigils in DNA
rattle the bones. The heart lulls under a veil
of Northern snow and soon –
I pass the Baltic Sea, bedrocks of Helsinki
enticed by sweet promises of apples and rhubarb
clinging on to the apron of my Mother
impatiently waiting to taste home.

Saga Bloom
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Night Sky

Wendy Holborow
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The Little Mermaid: A Few Moments with the
Queen
I don’t want to be ungrateful, with grandchildren at my feet and
all. But sometimes I wish I were that mystical and insubstantial creature
that dissolved from love struck mermaid first into foam, then air.
Sometimes I wish I, too, would be remembered not for what is or was, but
for what could have been.
Happy? Let’s say I am content. And not entirely content to be
content. I’d love to have ended up happy. But that would have required my
husband’s commitment. And I’m not so sure he’s capable of all out
commitment. The physical aspect is okay. He appreciates his Sunday
roasts, his wine, his massages, his sex. He won't leave.
I’m talking human dilemma here. Testosterone. Estrogen.
Incompatible dreams.
I’ve been married to the erstwhile prince for 25 years now. I know
my man. I know his aches, his moods, his foibles. Just as he frequently
reminds me of mine.
You see, he always loves best what is just out of reach. Perhaps
we all do. Although I once loved one fierce reality. There was a boy, not my
prince, who touched the inside of my elbow. I was so stunned by the
exquisite pleasure I replay that touch today in memory when I need
comfort in this bread and butter world.
When the little mermaid, my prince's pet girl, his mute foundling,
slept on his doorstep every night, then he dreamt of me. Then I was the
mysterious girl from the monastery who found him on the beach. He
pretended not to wake up until I came along. Then he pretended it was
fate, ordained by god, etc. It was convenient, since it turned out our
parents wanted us to make a political alliance by marriage in the first
place.
Meanwhile he had her sleep on his door step, telling her she was
his favorite of all.
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Now he is getting older, but imposing still. A little slower, that’s
all. He has his daily massages. He flirts with the servants. He is convinced
he is charming, using the same phrases and benevolently raised eyebrows
his father used. Using the same phrases, in fact, that my own elderly father
uses. Go figure.
Thing is, my prince never really wanted to do anything at all. He
didn’t come courting me. He didn’t come doing anything. There was no
dragon. No difficulty whatsoever.
And who does he now dream of? The one who was willful and
sentimental, totally unrealistic, cost everybody a great deal, most of all
herself at that. Her love for my husband cost her her precious voice. Isn’t
that often the case for a woman, human or merfolk?
As for me, the older I get, the more I learn. I’m not even fifty yet
and already a grandmother. Soon the grandkids will ask me for fairytales,
and tales of how our family came about, tales of how we met one day by
the sea. Will I tell them the dreams of happily ever after? So that they will
be comforted in their gullible youth that it will all turn out well, and bitterly
disappointed later on when their prince or princess has feet, not even of
clay, but of mere flesh and blood? For the longest time I couldn’t grasp it
wasn’t all about me, prince, crown, happy ending, marriage, and all. That
my so-called happy ending was another’s tragedy. And perhaps vice versa.
So I lie in bed reading poems and mystery novels and he sits on his
mahogany rocking chair on the terrace facing the sea, dreaming of her.
I know that, as the spirit of the air she became, she flies through
the world visiting, especially children. Did she visit ours? Will she now visit
our grandchildren and place airy kisses on their foreheads, filling their
hearts with dreams of things that we all wish for and none of us are ever
selfless enough to fulfill?
The sea witch was the only one who didn’t lie. Everything has its
price, and oftentimes the price is beyond what anyone in their right mind
should be willing to pay. Her magical voice. Her sisters’ beautiful hair. My
peace of mind.
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I wish he could have loved me like a fairytale. Like I, too, once
thought it was promised, The way he loved me at first, when I was still out
of reach. Instead . . . .
As I said, I am content, but not happy. That is perhaps the worst
that could have happened, this achy kind of gratitude that knows I’m stuck
with what is, and it is good, but it should have been better, and I only have
this one fairytale, and even in this fairytale I am bleeding over the borders.
If I were a cat, maybe it would be enough to be content. But I am
not a cat.
My heart is not broken, just bruised.
I assume at night he dreams of her—maybe the air brushes his
forehead and he feels kissed by her spirit self. I remind myself, as though it
mattered, that when she was there, he merely let her sleep on his
doorstep. But now that she is gone, she’s forever treasured in his mind. I’m
not consigned to his doorstep, thank God for that. But I’m permanently
consigned to some sort of anteroom of his heart, while he’s spent the last
twenty-five years of reality building a mystic temple in his heart for her.
He doesn’t speak of it; he leaves us that much dignity. But I can
tell he is in love with her. He thinks she is exquisitely important in her
elegant absence.
A man’s love always has a price. As does a man’s indifference to
reality. His mute foundling lost her voice and her mermaid life as a price
for love. I am paying a price, too, I’m sure. I’m not even certain what it is.

Beate Sigriddaughter
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Bay o’ Skaill
I met a woman, old, on Skara Brae
with crooked nose and crooked arm and crooked foot
and she pointed lo, regard the past;
to measured swirl of Neolithic stone
and annulus of worn flags
and empty hearth and cold forgotten bed;
to chambers now ripped open to the sky,
that once promised refuge, hope and home.
I turned again to ask, who and when and why?
But she was no more and in her stead
a gull spread wide its bone white wings
to fly against the setting sun,
to seek the western wind
and fade away in space and time
and answer ocean’s cry.

Iain Campbell
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The Breakfast of Aphrodite at Neptune’s Net
There are not many witnesses in the dragnet of Neptune
when she catches her last wave,
brushing her fingers along the green wall
and stretching out her other arm
as if to give pause to the life
that crisscrosses invisible in the depths below:
few see her slide off the side, lustrous of her element,
hug the hollow-wood longboard to herself
(it’s a Blake’s Cigar from 1941, red, single fin,
striped orange and ivory) and with the unbearable lightness
of an otherworldly being lift it from the foam
that embroiders County Line.
She is not wearing black to protect the lines
of her perfection, so that in the moment that passes
as the eye recognizes the gap between dream
and reality the limpid nudity of her body appears
complete, and all the more numinous for being
so exposed to the thrilled attentions of our star,
to the arabesques of pigmentation
on the otherworldly candor of her skin,
to the frail deposits of salt that repaint the waves
on her otherwise invisible down, regaling it
to the dazzled eyes of those
who do not seem to be able to avert them.
She advances toward the tongue of dirt
that licks the porch, holding the board still fragrant
of the ocean against her hourglass hip.
In front of the shack, hitched to the invisible,
are lined the leather clad giants’ two-wheeled creatures,
their riders hirsute and wild-bellied, heavy of helmets
and sadly light of hair, their ritual salute
a discord of rumbles; in the clearing
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next to the kitchen, among the dumpsters
where nocturnal creatures exercise their wild tender,
a shadow so vast and substantial that brings
the Minotaur to mind blows the gray puff
of his unfiltered Camel toward her graceful
stride, as if to caress her with its prehensile
tendrils; but the brine still covers her
like a watery blanket, flushing away
any tentative grasp as she shows her back
to the scene, darts her shoulder blades
like hidden creatures under the glory of skin,
smoothes the coppery waves of her hair
and carves in the air the last, indelible outline
that every morning concedes her to the human.

Stefano Bortolussi
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Fin
Fish head women wash up on dirt beaches, submerging from a dark
deepness. Translucent eyes move in wonder to see this world which we
have blundered. Slumbered they have for many moons. Escaping salt
cocoon for this, for us, walking among, imitating tongue, salt water lungs,
yet still they live. "Fish walkers," talkers of dialects known and unknown,
secret language reveals a throne. The queen has become bones. And the
kingdom below is in shambles. "Treachery," blood floating in the ocean
grave, the lives of many could not be saved. Mourning can arrive in strange
forms and trickery can surround as a swarm.

Rickey Rivers Jr
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Smile

Laura McKee
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Ophelia, Before She Drowned
listen
you sad, dead thing
the tenderness you wear
falls to the floor
with a dull thud
sink down
into yourself
cavernous and cold
let them reach you
or any stem
of your broken flowers
they will cut love off
at the source
sweat damp linens
short and shallow breaths
two monsters
try to find each other
in their dark flush
a call-and-response
swell of voices
first to
the second
then silence
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care for your mad lover
your broken lover
gaze into their thoughts
and give them
what they need
then pull them apart
petal by petal

Darby DeJarnette
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My Medusa
I woke, and my left hand was a jellyfish, its tentacles my fingers.
Its bell my palm.
I am a woman accustomed to dark moods. But here I became
terrified, an island. I closed the shutters. I locked the door. I counted my
canned vegetables with my right hand.
It did not need water. It did not need food. The thing needed
nothing but my life for it to thrive. Weeks swept by and it danced its
tentacles like a tango all day. When I slept, I assume it slept, but sleep was
such an elusive hour anyway.
Work called. I told my boss I severely burned my face. He let me
be. Didn’t even follow-up. The coward.
I tried to research online. All I got was fairytales, aquariums, a
thousand tattoos, lonely boys drawing naked women with gills.
I wanted to trace the jellyfish’s origin, its birth on my body. But each
movement before its appearance had been no different than the last. I had
labored, eaten, shopped, dreamed the same as always.
A jellyfish is without a heart, a brain. Without lungs. No blood, no
bone. And the longer it twisted on my arm, the more I also became
deprived of a heart. Lacking a mind. When I woke gasping from my
nightmare, I knew. How could I not try?
The lake near the top of the mountain is quiet. Often, I am below
ice so thick there is no risk of being seen. I have many friends here. Fish,
the moon. Orion, depending on the season.
Did you know Orion will answer back if you are gracious,
engaging? I purse my blue lips to the lake’s surface and call his name. Yes,
he says. Hello old friend. Let me tell you about my day.

Lauren Davis
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Callisto
In innocence I kissed a king, lured by Diana’s mask.
Nine months I shied the crowd, stayed back of the pack
till, unveiled beside a pool, my swell of pride was humbled.
Jealous Juno performed the first change;
a cruel covering of bristled skin,
lumbering with limbs that could have hugged
the life from Diana’s flock.
I sheltered in caves, shrank from brethren,
yet I approached this youth, recognised his eyes.
Arcas, my sun and air.
We stared. He ran, then caught his courage,
turned to plunge his knife.
In all my life I never felt such pain from that intention.
Jupiter beheld, arrested the crime,
picked up the thread of our lives,
placed us spinning in the heavens
where gazing upon star-gazers
we watch, myth-bound.

Maggie Reed
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Last Scion of Seithenyn
My kingdom's bells ring out beneath the waves,
My golden crown lies fifty fathoms deep,
Herring and pollock shoal above the graves
Wherein my ancient royal forebears sleep.
In bardic verse and fairytale I like
To trace the outline of its vanished form,
Of Cantre'r Gwaleod with its high-built dyke
Devoured by ocean in one night of storm.
All down the tideline you can see them still,
My trunkless forests petrified to stone.
Often I wish I had the grace or skill
To thrust the tide back and reclaim my own
When I stand there in exile on the sand,
Prince of a foundered and forgotten land.

Thomas Tyrrell
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The Seashell
The seashell lies on the table where Patrick left it. Were it not a
reminder of Marina’s realm, she would smash it into shards.
A breeze is nudging the “For Sale” sign outside the cottage
window. Later today, a moving van will arrive.
Nearby, the surf crackles on the shingle, shifting it, rhythmically
scoring her soul like abrading sand. Never home, you can never go home.
She gazes out towards the headland where her seal-comrades
dwell, and suddenly a herring gull lands on the windowsill, blocking her
view. Its scornful yellow eye softening, it leaves her a friendly offering: a
tendril of bladder wrack.
Nowadays she swims in the lumbering, thwarted way which used
to make her wonder: Why do such hapless creatures enter the water?
Bathing in the Stygian womb of night, she strives uselessly for the inky
depths, recalling the self which she can never be again.
Yet today she’s not sad, for, as always, her son and daughter,
Moray and Coraline, will win their swimming competitions; they have sea
serpent in their DNA.
How did she come to be here, living this life? Who lured whom?
Patrick told her he glimpsed her when he was a little boy, her shimmering
mane afloat on the surf, and never forgot her. As soon as he reached the
stage where he had conquered a female or two, he decided to pursue his
most tantalising memory. Diving off the rocks near her perch, revealing his
fine, muscled chest. Sitting on the seawall every day and calling to her.
Come out, my pretty! I know you’re there!
Eventually, her curiosity piqued, she raised herself out of the
water, high enough to take in his brawny cockiness, his womanising eyes,
as green as her own.
What’s your name?
She gaped at him wordlessly.
I reckon I’ll call you Marina.
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She comprehended nothing in the human world. She would have
to acquire understanding, speech and manners in the same way as a
human infant.
He kissed her by moonlight. Your lips are cold and salty. But his
ardour grew. Only, there was a hindrance: she came with a tail.
I want you and you want me, he said. The latter was not yet true.
We’ll get around this little drawback; my gran taught me a thing or two.
He cast a spell, she didn’t know how. He was clever. Not clever
enough. He held out a gnarled white seashell with a large open lip and
stroked a finger lasciviously along the pink, silken cleft. Still a naive sea
creature, she didn’t understand the gesture.
Carry this with you until the next full moon, then meet me on the
beach.
She took the shell because it was pretty. Emerging at full moon as
was her custom, she was shocked and astonished to see her body, missing
the iridescent scales, the anchoring weight which had always been part of
her, sensing the presence of an alien aperture between unfamiliar legs.
She didn’t know the transformation was irrevocable. Nor did Patrick
realise that there’d be no going back. She was as landed as any catch, and
now her passion was born.
They made their home in the blue-painted fisherman’s cottage
and she gave birth to her two children, who swam like marine creatures
from the first instant they entered the water.
Cool and watery. Patrick had always misunderstood her nature.
Nevertheless, she clung to her love for him with barnacle-like tenacity and
clutched their offspring to her as fiercely as if she were an octopus with
eight arms instead of two.
She learned to speak from the radio. Like long words, don’t you?
You talk like some weird foreign princess!
Their differences widened like underwater chasms. As one who’d
fled predators, been swept distances by tempests and fought tides, she
was indifferent to human strains: missed buses, unruly hair, empty biscuit
tins, frustrated daydreams. You’ve got the empathy of seaweed. You’re
too serene. You’re eerie. You’ll never work with your lack of social skills!
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You don’t get it that small talk matters. Your face is gorgeous but empty,
like a deserted beach. It only changes when a seagull sweeps past or a fish
flashes in the water or one of the kids does something acrobatic. Bloody
hell, can’t you chew those sardines before you swallow them? One day
you’re going to choke.
Time passed. Patrick said, I feel guilty. I never wanted to be a
kidnapper or an evil wizard. Torment began to change him, a stonefish
spine lodged in his heart. He shrank, his spine bending beneath the
weight. Regret pursued him night and day, dampening desire.
As his belly grew and his hair thinned, he regarded her with
growing timidity. You’re too perfect! You scare me! You’re such a foreign
object, you might as well glitter. I should never have dragged you out of the
sea.
Now he inhabits a flat across town with a woman called Tara.
Marina has observed this Tara relaxing her pale, lumpy body on the
seafront. Tara’s soothing, even though she cares about burnt toast
trivialities. Her heart is devoid of calculation. Patrick has chosen well; in an
emergency Tara’s ample buttocks would float well, bobbing up and down
like buoys. Marina wishes them no harm.
None of that matters any more, for love can end. Even hers. Now
she won’t need to recoil at the spectacle of Patrick, washed up by time like
a mummified “mermaid’s purse”. She needn’t witness his day of death.
She’ll be marooned in this world for many human years to come, but as
long as her progeny exists in freedom, nothing will perturb her. They’ll win
the highest accolades for aquatic sports, after which they’ll be forced to
lead complicated nomadic existences, concealing their unusual longevity.
Patrick has turned his back on their issue, on her gifted, ravishing
curiosities. They’ll require her vigilance, cunning, guidance, love.
She may be an exile, but in her dreams, her tail still flicks and
lashes.

Barbara Kuessner Hughes
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Prayer to St. Catherine
Late one June we drove back home
along the coast in blue-black twilight:
the sea shimmered grey; out in the bay
was a blurred amber light. A ship, I said,
and we talked of the ports it might visit.
Fishermen’s lamps starred the beach.
The moon was a night past full, an arc
of its curve planed to a small chord;
we talked of work we’d do to our house
and how we’d plant the garden.
Near St. Catherine’s, a cat watched us
pass, eyes lime green in our headlights
and you laughed as I said the old prayer:
a husband, St. Catherine, a nice one.
We open the windows on summer nights
and our home smells of lilies and roses.

Sharon Phillips
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Planets Collide

Wendy Holborow
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The beginning of suffering
They had been together for a millennia. He made her what she was. There
was no her without him. Since time began she had been right by his side,
never questioning, never doubting, always loyal to him. Now she was being
pushed aside. Abandoned. Someone new was taking her place. As if she
had never been there.
She wouldn’t allow it to happen. If she had to pull him down from
his throne with her bare hands, she was going to make him listen to her.
She would make him forget about the new woman.
Her pulse thundered in her head as she threw open the doors to
the throne room and stormed in, holding back tears. Feet barely touching
the ground as her rage carried her across the celestial floor. Stars and
planets spinning to life. Her eyes found him, watching the universe turn as
always, not even bothering to spare her a look as the sound from the
crashing doors reached him.
“How could you do this to me?” She screamed hoarsely. Her
throat felt raw from crying for a thousand years.
He glanced up, seeing the state of her and looked away. He was
embarrassed for her.
She reached the golden throne, her chest heaving, tears unable to
be contained falling like rain from her green eyes.
He brought his large hands together slowly and took a sigh that
lasted weeks.
“It was always going to happen. You’ve just been in denial.” He
said in his low, soft voice, that sounded like the wind across a grassland.
“No! I haven’t been in denial! You said…” she choked on her
words as a sob escaped, “you said you loved me! You called me your
beloved!” She fell to her knees, her will to be strong gone. She felt his
warm hand on the back of her head.
“I have to grow, I must create and continue to move forward. I
thought you knew this. I’m starving for something different,” he
whispered.
She lifted her head to behold him as he bent over her. He still left
her in awe.
“What does she give you that I can’t?” she cried.
He looked thoughtful and his face showed the faraway look he got
when he was thinking. After a few months he answered.
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“It’s not just her, they give me so much more than you. Their
love… I have to earn it. It’s so much sweeter than yours. They choose me.
You have to understand that.” He straightened himself and leaned back
against his throne.
“I love you completely! With all my being! How can you deny
that? I have no choice but to love you! You made me like this! Isn’t that
enough?” She came to her knees and clutched his glowing robe, trying to
remind him of their love.
He pulled it away from her and stood. He looked down at her with
pity and walked away.
“You know it’s not. It has never been. I need more.” He stopped
and stared at the cosmos around him.
Shakily she rose to her feet. Her purpose had been to serve him
and to be everything he needed. She thought he was happy with her, she
knew he wasn’t as happy as she was, but he had been happy.
This betrayal, for that’s what it was, turned her world upside
down. Without him, how could she continue to be?
“What happens to me now?” She asked softly.
He turned back to her, a pained look on his face.
“You can’t stay by my side. I have new needs now and you can’t
fulfill them. You need to find your own place now. I am grateful for
everything you have done,” he paused while a species went extinct. “But
our time together is over.”
Her breath became shallow. She felt as if her body would cave in
on itself. If it did maybe the pain would go away. Maybe if she ceased to be
things would right themselves. Nothingness would be better this.
“You can’t… you can’t send me away,” she pleaded.
“It is done. You must except this. I want you to be happy, you
should want me to be happy. They make me happy,” he said.
He didn’t want her anymore. He had chosen someone else. She
stood stunned for a day or two. She waited for the tears to come. Waited
for the sadness to return. She searched for the sorrow. But it wasn’t there.
In its place was rage.
White hot, blinding, all-consuming rage.
Her green eyes turned black. Her muscles tightened and became
stone. Darkness fell over her like a storm. Her once beautiful aura burned
away with rage until she was left a rotten shell.
“Lucifer,” God said, stunned as he took in the sight of her.
“Lucifer, what is happening to you?”
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She did not answer. She turned away from him and made her way
across the heavenly plain, scorching the universe where her feet touched.
“Lucifer!” God boomed. He commanded her to stop and return.
For the first time since she had taken breath, she disobeyed.
When she reached the doors of his throne room, Lucifer stopped
and turned back. Her eyes burned with hatred for him. He never loved her.
How could you cast aside a loved one for another? Only a monster did
that.
Through the flames in her vision she could see him. He had a
frightened look on his face. That pleased her.
“I will make them pay,” she growled in an unrecognizable voice.
“These humans you love so much will suffer greatly, and I will be the one
to make them suffer. They will never walk the earth without suffering! I
swear this before You and all creation!” As she bellowed the room shook.
Stars collided into one another and exploded. God waivered and held his
throne for support.
She turned her once beautiful head from him, and departed
Heaven. Never to return.

Kelly Albrecht
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I, Hecate
Between Queen, Liminal Sorceress,
Crossroads Guardian—
story of my life.
Who are you today my ex would taunt.
More than just a Gemini
a trimorphos, human form in triplicate:
birth, love, death
maiden, mother, crone
moon, earth, underworld
I’ll take triplicity
over duplicity any day.
Three heads are better
even if one
has to be a dog—
a bitch:
dog, dog, dog
dog, serpent, horse
dog, cow, boar
Even if it means
I am witch—
that old hag at the cauldron
stirring willows, dark yew, blackthorn.
It took a torch, a key, a dagger
to cut away a past.
It took thirty years
It took
all three of me.

Cindy Veach
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Chronic Fatigue
Sisyphus, the king of Corinth,
trundling
a monolith up a mountain, up and up –
imagine
the dips, the plateaus, the relentless
incline –
thin, sharp blade of air grazing his
throat,
hammering his agonized calves
ripping
his quadriceps, stone compressing
his
wrists, arms, throttling his heart
beat
clambering against wind and gods – to
reach
the peak, to lose his stone, to watch it
gyrate
down, to begin again, further back than he
began
never striding forward without falling
behind –
condemned to the agony of everlasting
exhaustion.

Molly Murray
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shape-shifter
he turns a deaf cheek
and hurtles through box bushes
sniffing out some other vixen
he's a handsome devil
white-haired a young god
contrari-wise around for ever
he's sired and whelped in other lives
and still his current mistress yodels
Lo-ki LO-KI
he feigns a yelp
and takes an imaginary leap
not wanting to be chained
to the tame logo,
the name enshrined in block letters
above his kennel door

Sue Kindon
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Canary Wolf
When I was a child, I thought that Canary Wharf was called Canary Wolf.
I’d inherited my mother’s Hackney tongue and the two words sounded the
same. The Canary Wolf of Canary Wharf. I always imagined a giant, leering
hound hiding behind the glistening tower of One Canada Square. Wearing
the same waistcoat as the villain in my ladybird book, it would creep
around Docklands and cast its giant shadow across West India Quay, drool
spilling into the water below. On it would creep past Wren Landing and
Heron Quays; past office blocks, businesses and luxury flats I already knew
I’d never be able to afford. The wolf’s eyes were big and yellow. I imagined
it, in its smart waistcoat and suit, searching for a flash of red amongst the
steel and glass buildings and the grey suits streaming past. Searching for a
blush and a pulse of bright, bright red from within the greyness. Hungry
eyes and a paw grabbing at a magenta skirt coming out of a lift or up an
escalator. No wonder they called this the Isle of Dogs.

Rebecca Metcalfe
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Bridge Troll
There was a lazy
bridge troll.
You'd nudge him awake
and ask if some toll was due
and he'd point
to a bumper sticker
that said
ass grass or gas
and in his case
it meant he would accept
mules flatulence and gramineae
but if you had none
he'd shrug,
say, well,
catch you next time.

Max Sparber
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Duty Free…
It would be over in the blink of an eye. He wouldn’t know, probably
wouldn’t even notice. A moment of contact, the briefest of touches. Then
she would be free for a while, free to fly up into this glorious blue. She
could let her voice sing and walk with a spring in her step as she used too.
She smiled. She realised it was a while since she had. The muscles ached
from the effort. At that moment he looked up and saw her smile. He
thought it was for him and the glorious sky. So he winked at her and then
smiled back. She bowed her head with sudden guilt. Now frightened of
what she must do.
It had been her burden for so long and now she needed some space. She
knew that it would return. it always did and was usually heavier, carrying a
lot more than when it left. But she needed the respite. She reassured
herself that he would probably be entirely unaware during the next few
weeks. Most people were. She however had always seen and felt them and
she self-medicated to dull her perceptions.
She had been cold and distant. I wasn’t really sure why, but today with the
sun shining she seemed different. We were way too early so I had stopped
to get some lunch from a service station and now we were sitting in a fresh
harvested wheat field listening to skylarks and the sounds of the distant
airport. She was smiling and staring at me. I winked and smiled back and
she looked down… Embarrassed? I was never good at this stuff. Later when
it was time to go she put her hand on my shoulder and said “Thank you…
This means a lot to me”. Then walked back to the car.
I was breathless for a moment. Surprised that her touch could do that to
me. I felt a weight on my shoulder where she touched me and it shifted as I
got up. I felt heavy, tired and weary. My thoughts had shifted, a sense of
foreboding, anguish, a foreshadowing of something to come. The sky had
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darkened or perhaps it was just my mood. The skylarks still sang.
At the airport she kept her distance. Hastened through check in and left
without a hug.
On the drive back I felt a presence in the car. Something flirting with me,
always at the edge of my peripheral vision. The more I thought on it, the
more certain I was that she had left me an unwelcome visitor, a
malevolent spirit. We used to have them in the barns when I was a boy and
we would weave charms to keep them out of the house and vegetable
garden. I hadn’t seen them in years. Perhaps this is where the brownies,
pixies and nixies went, riding the world on the shoulders of addicts and the
unsuspecting. I drove as fast as I could…

Peter Roe
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Writers
Peter Daltrey has been writing all his life. He is a musician and songwriter.
He won fourth prize in the Eileen Berry Poetry Awards at the Winchester
Poetry Festival. He won first prize in an over eighteen section of a national
poetry competition run by Oxfam that had over eight hundred entries. He
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He has recently had work accepted for publication from London Grip. He
was born in Bow, but now lives in Wiltshire.
R.G. Jodah lives in London, enjoying metropolitan anonymity. Most
recently: The Lampeter Review, Typishly, Dream Catcher, Southlight,
LightenUp Online, London Grip.
Annest Gwilym's writing has been widely published, including
in Amaryllis, The Journal and Sentinel Literary Quarterly. She is the editor
of the webzine Nine Muses Poetry Her first pamphlet of poetry Surfacing - is available from Lapwing Poetry For more information go
to: http://ninemusespoetry.com/surfacing/
Math Jones has been Pagan for over 20 years, and much of his writing
comes from ritual and celebration, infused with myth, magic and folklore.
He performs widely around London and the UK. He has two books: Sabrina
Bridge (Black Pear Press 2017), and The Knotsman (Archne Press, April
2019), and an album of spoken word Heathen verse, 'eaglespit'.
Stephen O'Connor is a writer from Lowell, Massachusetts, where much of
his work is set. He is the author of the short story collection, Smokestack
Lightning, and the novels The Spy in the City of Books and The Witch at
Rivermouth. His work has appeared in The Massachusetts Review, Aethlon,
The Houston Literary Review and elsewhere.
Kristin Garth is a Pushcart & Best of the Net nominated sonnet stalker.
Her poetry has stalked magazines like Glass, Yes, Five:2: One, Former
Cactus, Occulum & many more. She has four chapbooks including
Shakespeare for Sociopaths (Hedgehog Poetry Press) & Pink Plastic House
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(Maverick Duck Press). She has two new chapbooks, Puritan U (Rhythm &
Bones Press March 2019) and The Legend of the Were Mer (Thirty West
Publishing House March 2019). Her full length, Candy Cigarette, was
published in April 2019 (The Hedgehog Poetry Press), and she has a fantasy
collaborative full length A Victorian Dollhousing Ceremony forthcoming in
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website kristingarth.com
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she was born in Qld., Australia.
Siân Thomas holds a Masters degree in Creative Writing from the
University of Sussex and is Poet in Residence for Ashdown Forest. Her
work has appeared in various publications, including Agenda, Poetry
Wales, Swamp, The Daily Telegraph, The Rialto and the anthologies London
Rivers and The Needlewriters. Her first pamphlet Ovid's Echo is published
by Paekakariki Press and her second Ashdown is due this year.
Christi Nogle's short stories have appeared in Escape Pod, Pseudopod, and
Nightscript III and IV. Christi lives in Boise, Idaho.
Peter Clive lives on the southside of Glasgow, Scotland with his wife and
three children. He is a scientist working in the renewable energy sector. As
well as poetry, he enjoys composing music for piano and spending time in
the Isle of Lewis.
Jessica Taggart Rose is a writer and editor living in Margate, Kent. Her
poetry has been featured on the Thanet Writers website, at the Margate
Bookie Slam and at the Turner Contemporary's Landing Place events. She's
fascinated by human nature, the nature of time, magic and our attempts to
make sense of it all. @jessicatroses http://jessicataggartrose.tumblr.com
Carys Crossen has been writing stories since she was nine years old. Her
first monograph is forthcoming from University of Wales Press, and her
fiction has been published by Mother’s Milk Books, Dear Damsels, Three
Drops Press, Cauldron Anthology, Blink Ink, Paragraph Planet, The First Line
journal and others. She lives in Manchester UK with her husband.
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Alisha Ahmed is a high-schooler from Toronto, Canada. She loves long car
rides with friends, the view of the city at night, stargazing, and going to
different cafes in cities around the world. Alisha can often be spotted
thriving at the library or in the corner of a bookstore, curled up in a corner
wearing mom jeans, reading The Great Gatsby, and drinking a mug of black
tea. Her work is forthcoming in Whispering Woods.
Born in Hong Kong, Claire Cox now lives and works in Oxfordshire. She is
Associate Editor for ignitionpress, and is currently a part-time practicebased PhD student at Royal Holloway, University of London studying
poetry and disaster. She has been published in Magma, Envoi, The
Butcher’s Dog and Lighthouse.
Attracta Fahy’s background is Nursing/Social Care. She works as a
Psychotherapist, lives in Co.Galway, and has three children. She completed
her MA in Writing NUIG in 2017, and participates in Over The Edge poetry
workshops. Her poems have been published in Banshee, Poetry Ireland
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one of the winners in the Pamphlet series competition with Hedgehog
Poetry Press, and will have her first collection published in 2019. Having
grown up on a farm, Attracta is inspired by the intricate world of nature,
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symbolism and ritual.
Laila Amado has lived in four countries on two very different continents
and is now settling into her new island life somewhere in the world. A
scientist by day, she is a writer of fiction and poetry by night. Her work has
appeared in 365 Tomorrows, 101 Fiction, Enchanted Conversation
Magazine, Gyroscope Review, and other publications. You can find her on
Twitter at @onbonbon7
Chloe Smith is a disabled writer and poet from the UK. She is a Foyle Young
Poet of the Year 2015. Her poetry has been published in the 'Great British
Write Off: Whispering Words' anthology, Rose Quartz Journal, and
Cauldron Anthology. Her flash fiction has been published in Ellipsis Zine,
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Three Drops From a Cauldron, The Ginger Collect, and more. For more
about her writing, visit her
website: https://chloesmithwrites.wordpress.com/. She's also on
Twitter, @ch1oewrites.
Saga Bloom is a Finnish singer/songwriter and a poet residing in the
Netherlands. Her music combines soulful melodies with contemporary
electronic beats. Through her words Saga tells stories from the eyes and
heart of a mother, often containing images and referrals from the
Northern mythology.
Beate Sigriddaughter, www.sigriddaughter.net, is poet laureate of Silver
City, New Mexico (Land of Enchantment). Her work has received several
Pushcart Prize nominations and poetry awards. New books out in 2018
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Young Unicorn (Salador Press).
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Sue Kindon's poems have appeared in a variety of magazines, and have
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International Writing Competition. She lives and writes in the French
Pyrenees, where she also co-runs Valier Illustrated Books. Her first
pamphlet, She who pays the piper, is available from Three Drops Press.
Rebecca Metcalfe is a 23 year old writer who currently juggles three jobs
and lives in an attic in Manchester with two cats. Her aim for the next few
years is to have more of her writing published and to have just one job. Her
previous stories can be found in publications such as Spelk, The Electric
Reads Young Writers Anthology 2017, Black Market Re-View and a
previous edition of Three Drops From A Cauldron, among other places.
Max Sparber is a poet and author from Minneapolis. His poetry has
appeared in such diverse publications as Modern Drunkard Magazine,
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Peter Roe is a performance poet, writer, film-maker, nerd and technology
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Artists
The Carlie Nooka Martece Collective are a dissociative system working as
a visual artist, model and independently published writer. Their books
explore social issues and mental illness using rapid-paced storytelling and
brutally dark comedy. Their eclectic artwork takes the form of drawing,
painting, collage, photography, digital art and video, with styles including
traditional fantasy, abstract, conceptual, and pop surrealism. They can
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‘The radiant brow’ by Jessica Taggart Rose was first aired in video form on
the Thanet Writer’s website:
https://thanetwriters.com/feature/reading/the-radiant-brow-by-jessicataggart-rose/
A slightly longer version of ‘The Little Mermaid: A Few Moments with the
Queen’ by Beate Sigriddaughter was first published by The Write Place at
the Write Time (2011 and 2016).
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